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5 Dance Secrets to Improve your Energy flow

Why Dance?
Dance is a powerful way to increase energy flow, balance out emotions and 
stretch, strengthen and tone the body.  Dance is such a wonderful way to 
exercise because when you dance you get to express yourself through 
movement and music!  It really is the fun way to improve your health and well-
being.  Even though dance is a form of exercise, it’s more about pleasure and 
enjoyment than just keeping fit.

Wu Tao Dance has all the benefits of regular dance with the extra health benefits 
of specifically working to improve energy flow. From a Chinese Medicine 
perspective this is fundamental to physical, mental and emotional well-being.  
Energy known as Qi needs to be flowing smoothly and correctly in order to have 
good health and happiness.  It’s as simple as that.

What is Qi?
Qi (or Chi), is life force energy. It’s in everything and everyone.  It is always 
moving and circulating.  The more you are able to open, receive and move Qi 
energy, the more you will experience deep inner peace, flow, joy, and health.
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How does Wu Tao work?

Wu Tao Dance works by stimulating the flow of Qi energy through your body 
using simple, choreographed movements. The dance moves need to be done in a 
particular way to help Qi flow freely.  Wu Tao does this by using a few secret 
practices that help Qi moves through the body correctly.
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Secret Number 1 

For the Qi to flow freely, your dance movements 
need to be soft and flowing

This means not locking knees, elbows or other joints even when you are 
stretching out.  This allows the Qi to freely through your body and not get locked 
into the joints or other body tissues.  While you want to ‘engage’ your muscles 
when you are dancing, you don’t want your body to be tight and stiff.  Everything 
in your body needs to be alert, yet soft and pliable.  This is the way you can 
achieve beautiful flowing movements that stimulate the flow of Qi with very little 
effort.  

Why is this so important?

When you lock your joints or your muscles are tense you block the flow of Qi. It 
can’t move through the body properly.  All through the body you have what are 
known as meridian channels, pathways that your Qi flows through. When your 
movements are hard and tense, these meridians become blocked and Qi gets 
stuck and stagnant, especially around the joints.  So keep your dance movements 
soft and flowing and don’t lock your joints when you stretch.
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Secret Number 2

Use dance as a way to express your feelings!

Feelings and emotions are funny things.  They are great when they are positive, 
such as when you are feeling joyful, happy or loving.  But what do you do with 
the not so positive feelings?  I’m talking about anger, sadness, worry and fear!  
What we often do is stuff them.  Where do we stuff them? In our bodies and 
cells.  That’s where we hold all the feelings we can’t deal with straight away.

Dance is a great way to move your unexpressed and suppressed feelings out of 
your body and mind.  It is completely freeing and positive, and causes no harm to 
you or anyone else.  Sometimes when our negative emotions ‘pop’ out we may 
be tempted to dump them on someone close to us.  A great example of this is 
road rage.  It’s not the person in the way that’s the problem, its the fact that the 
road situation has triggered some of our own anger.

How does this help to improve my energy flow?

According to Chinese Medicine, every aspect of our being, physical, mental, 
emotional and spiritual aspects are intricately connected.  We cannot have stress 
in one area without it directly affecting another aspect. So, if you are holding 
onto anger that will affect your organs (your Liver in this instance), and your Qi 
flow.  

When you move and express how you are feeling through dancing, you bring 
balance and harmony to your emotional state AND improve your flow of Qi at the 
same time.  

In Wu Tao, each dance brings balance and harmony to a particular pair of organs 
and meridians.  Each of these belong to an element which corresponds to an 
emotion.  As you do each of the element dances you restore the Qi flow, helping 
your organs to function properly, your mind to be at peace and your emotions in 
balance.  6
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Element 
Dance Organs emotion benefit

Air Lung
Large Intestine

Grief

Be present, out 
of the past, 

move on with 
life

Water Kidney
Bladder

Fear
motivated, 

courageous, 

Wood Liver
Gall Bladder

Anger tolerant, 
patient, forgiving

Fire Heart
Small Intestine

Over 
excitement

happy, joyful, 
generous, loving

Earth Spleen
Stomach

Worry
peaceful, 
centred, 

balance, grateful
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Secret Number 3

Deep Hara breathing keeps Qi moving and flowing

The power of breath cannot be underestimated in keeping Qi flowing correctly 
through your body.  In Wu Tao we use a special kind of breathing to circulate and 
generate your Qi.  There are many kinds of breathing techniques around.  Some 
concentrate on bringing the breath into the chest expanding the lungs  We use a 
type of breathing called Hara Breathing to bring Qi down into the belly where it 
can be consolidated and stored.  

How will Hara Breathing help to improve my energy flow?

Hara is a Japanese word for centre or belly.  What lies at the heart of the Hara is 
tanden (in Chinese its dantian).  Tanden is understood to be a place in the body 
where the elixir of life is created. The physical place where the Hara and Tanden is 
located is approximately 2 cm below your navel. 

Breathing into the Hara when you are dancing, takes your energy away from your 
head  and into the centre of your body.  This is very helpful, as so much of our 
mistaken perceptions come from the head and our thoughts. Breathing into the 
Hara brings us back to our gut and intuition in a very practical and grounded way.  
In many traditional spiritual practices, grounding oneself in the belly is necessary 
in order to develop spiritually.  

Nature itself shows this. A beautiful example is the tree.  For a tree to reach the 
heavens and enlightenment, first it must grow a sustainable root system.  It must 
be grounded to the earth.  Without this grounding, the tree is likely to be 
affected by any small weather change like a wind that blows it around until one 
day it get blown over.  

When you bring your breath into your hara in a focused fashion, you become less 
distracted, calm and centred.  It’s a very easy practice to incorporate into any 
dance process with immediate benefits.8
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Secret Number 4

Embody your highest thoughts as you dance

There is nothing quite as fast as embodying positive thoughts to bring about an 
instant transformation!  Let me explain what this means.  Many people talk about 
the power of affirmations and how using positive, uplifting statements can 
change your perception and world.  I totally agree but there is one small issue.  

You need to change the thought at the level of the cell to create lasting change.

How this works

Thoughts create reality. The body is a mirror of the thoughts you have had in the 
past.  While it is true they need to be changed in the mind where they were 
created, the ‘memories’,  the effects of your thoughts live on in your body.  The 
body lives in time.  So, your negative thoughts, the ones you want to change 
exist in the body.  When we can embody new thoughts we bring them to life in 
the body.  It is one of the most powerful and effective ways to create lasting 
positive change that I have come across.

How do you embody thought through dance?

As I explained previously, each dance in Wu Tao works on a particular pair of 
organs with a corresponding emotion related to it.  Thoughts trigger emotional 
responses (and vice versa) which in turn brings either balance or disharmony to 
that particular energy and connecting organs.  Let’s use the Air element as an 
example.

Say you have recently lost a close friend.  Your think; I miss my friend.  We had 
such fun together.  I wish she was with me now.  Then, you feel sadness that she 
isn’t with you and grief over the loss of your friend from the world.  
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While it’s perfectly natural to grief the loss you also want to move on with your 
life, celebrating your friendship with joy.  This may take some support with 
affirmations such as;

“I let go and release my friend knowing that we are both safe, loved and 
supported by the universe.”

“I am so grateful for our time together.”

“We are both free to continue our journeys in love and joy.”

When we dance the Air Dance in Wu Tao we embody the thought 

“I let go”

As we dance, we consciously release everything that we need to let go of.  We 
embody this thought and the outcomes for our physical and emotional health are 
profoundly healing.  
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What are the outcomes of this process?

From a Chinese medicine perspective, Qi flow is harmonised and flowing when 
the organs and emotions are balanced. If you are stuck in any emotional state for 
a long period of time this will block your flow of energy.  The end results of long 
term blocked energy are pain and disease which may affect your physical, mental 
and emotional health.

When you embody the correct life giving thought appropriate for your situation 
and imbalance, you can restore balance to the organs, your emotional state will 
stabilise and your mind will be at peace.  

Let’s go back to our example of losing our good friend and take this experience 
into Wu Tao dance.

When we start to do the Air Dance we are aware of our sadness and grief, we can 
feel our friend.  As we do each movement, breathing deeply at the same time, we 
consciously let go, allowing the dance to do its work of clearing the energy in our 
lungs and large intestine.  Maybe we shed a few tears, maybe not.  Either way it 
feels good to open up our chest and breath and feel into the beautiful music with 
our dance.

At the end of the dance sequence having taken the whole experience with our 
friend through the process, we arrive in an inner place of peace and stillness.  Our 
body feels calm and relaxed and our grief and sadness has transformed into 
acceptance.

If you have a  situation in your life that is causing you pain or conflict, I encourage 
you to restore your peace of mind through your own Wu Tao practice.
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Secret Number 5

Visualisations are the key for a powerful healing dance practice

We’ve discussed embodiment, breath, correct technique and self expression.  
The final secret to help you improve your Qi flow is the use of the right 
visualisations.

How do Visualisations work in your dance practice?

Visualisations bring your dance practice to life!  They give you a focus image on 
which to project your thoughts and use for the expression of your soul.  In Wu 
Tao every dance uses specific images and visualisations to help you connect with 
the quality, energy and purpose of the dance.  This helps to bring you into 
alignment with the Qi within your body which improves its flow and movement.
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How to use visualisation in your dance practice

You can use any visualisation image that works for you into your personal dance 
practice.  If you are trying this at home, choose  imagery that makes sense and 
has personal meaning for you.  It’s no use imagining something you don’t believe 
in!  For example,  in the Fire Dance for Wu Tao we use the image of a burning fire 
symbolising the transformative and purifying energy.  As we dance, we shed 
everything that burdens our hearts and send it into the fire, moving the stagnant 
energy our of our meridians and bodies.  

We shed the illusions about ourselves, freeing up our hearts and connecting 
again with our inner nature and source of real passion.  The burdens we carry that 
have covered our joy, we surrender joyously to the transforming power of the fire 
and we become free and peaceful again.  It is always wonderful to see the smiles 
erupting and joy shining though on people’s faces as they dance the Fire!
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Thanks for reading!

I hope you have learned some new skills to take into your dance practice straight 
away!  If you found this information useful I totally encourage you to take your 
healing practice to a new level and journey deeper with Wu Tao.  It’s such a 
beautiful, gentle and powerful way to bring you back to your perfect state of 
balance, flow and peace.

If you want to learn more about how to improve your energy flow through dance 
visit www.wutaodance.com or email me at info@wutaodance.com

I look forward to dancing with you soon!

Blessings and love,

Michelle Locke
Wu Tao International
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